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Abstract—Finding a location for establishing an ATM center in a particular area which will augment & aid the business prosperity of different commercial houses. Finding a location for hording advertisement site that will enhance business of the company by way of maximum visibility of advertisement, reach to maximum & prospective customers will also help greatly to business enhancement. Also establishment or erection of mobile towers on privately owned properties at a particularly favorable location will help in enhance single strength & thus business prosperity of the telecom companies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Availability of internet and its services makes you available information, security controls in the accessible and operational form. With the rapidly increasing use of social media business organizations are now moving towards adapting this technology to drive business advantages.

The world is highly dependent on the Internet and considered as main infrastructure of the global information society. Hence internet plays very vital role in the socio-economic growth of the computer society. This project is all about surveying, finding & maintaining the records of business location sites for ATM, hording advertisement and mobile towers, & presenting them to prospective customers. The project aims at the overall management of the Space. It includes Insert, Updating and maintenance of the Sites as per requirement & presenting them on an online system. In all the above three propositions Finding Location is of great importance. To physically do the survey & looking/searching for suitable sites for business location is cumbersome & tedious job for the business houses, which prefer to outsource this activity to any third party.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Web applications require a comprehensive approach that embraces many aspects, including technical, organizational, and legal/philosophical dimensions.

Hence, information processing methods, techniques, and tools have been extended to support development of applications of this kind, e.g., Object Oriented Web Solutions. Conceptual modeling methods have been used to abstractly describe requirements for software development processes, for example, use cases and scenarios are applied to model functional requirements.

III. MODULES

This project is mainly divided into following main modules:--

a) Admin module:

Admin module is mainly responsible for adding different business locations on the portal, which are then viewed by different prospective clients. All the activities regarding record maintenance of site details like size of location, expected rent, period or duration let-out etc. are done here. User registration, user record maintenance is also managed in this module.

Home page:

Figure 1: Home page
b) Publisher module:
The mediator between admin module and client module is nothing but the publisher module. It works as an admin module as well as client module. The publisher module must access all information related to admin module viz., storage accessibility, network issues, contact information etc., it may also works as client module that the client needed information must be requested in particular website.

c) Client module:
It is the main client end display region of the portal. It will contain all the features that will allow users to see & search available business locations category wise, facility to express interest in a particular site, user registration facility along with general information about nature & terms of business, Faq’s & other static contents.
Search sites: we can search here according to State, region and site for which we are searching. It depend on our choice.
IV. FLOW DIAGRAM

Explanation of flowchart:
1. START
2. If you are an existing user LOGIN, if not first Register and then LOGIN.
3. (a) After Login if he is a PUBLISHER he will describe land size, land rate and locality of that land.
   (b) If he is a CLIENT he will give his requirements i.e. in which area of the city in which city of the district and in which district of the state he wants to buy a land.
   (c) If he is an ADMIN he will be the source of communication between the client and the publisher, he will also co-ordinate with other Sub-Admin(state admin, district admin, city admin).
4. If the client is interested in buying that land he will communicate with the ADMIN.
5. If the Admin feels that the land is not appropriate for the client he will reject the land and an ‘Rejection Message’ will be give to the PUBLISHER. Similarly if the admin feels that the land totally fulfill all the requirements of the client he will approve the land and an ‘Approval Message’ will be given to the PUBLISHER.
6. If the land has been approved by the ADMIN the information will be Updated in the database.
7. STOP.

BACK-END: SQL Server

SQL Server is Microsoft's relational database management system (RDBMS). It is a full-featured database primarily designed to compete against competitors Oracle Database (DB) and MySQL. Like all major RDBMS, SQL Server supports ANSI SQL, the standard SQL language. However, SQL Server also contains T-SQL, its own SQL implementation. SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) (previously known as Enterprise Manager) is SQL Server's main interface tool, and it supports 32-bit and 64-bit environments. SQL Server is sometimes referred to as MSSQL and Microsoft SQL Server.

SQL Server is offered in several editions with different feature set and pricing options to meet a variety of user needs, including the following:
- Enterprise: Designed for large enterprises with complex data requirements, data warehousing and Web-enabled databases. Has all the features of SQL Server, and its license pricing is the most expensive.
- Standard: Targeted toward small and medium organizations. Also supports e-commerce and data warehousing.
- Workgroup: For small organizations. No size or user limits and may be used as the backend database for small Web servers or branch offices.
- Express: Free for distribution. Has the fewest number of features and limits database size and users. May be used as a replacement for an Access database.

V. FUTURE SCOPE

This can be enhance by providing inbuilt security at primary level for large scale application which contains payment issues similarly by extending it we can secure our web application by protecting it from other web attacks. We can also provide protection against Blind SQL attack by moving in the depth of the same.

VI. APPLICATION

This application will be used for the location for ATM machines, hording advertisement and mobile towers.
- Location for business application services may be employed in a number of applications this includes Recommending social events in a city, Requesting the nearest business or service such as an ATM, Restaurants or a retail store, Turn by turn navigation to any address, Location based advertising.
- Using a location based application, companies have reduced fuel costs, reduced overtime expenses, eliminate manual process and reduce paper work.
VII. CONCLUSION

According to the requirements of the customer a proper location will suggested for ATM, Hording Advertisement and Mobile Towers. Once the customer finds a proper location according to his requirements he can confirm that location via mail or any contact information available. A good communication and collaboration strategy can save money as well as time.
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• It can also be used in cable provider agents, dish service provider or cable operator.